a new family member

YETI

We proudly present you our new special needs stroller – Yeti; a meticulously
designed response to the needs of the older children at weight up to 75 kg.
Its solid construction and a wide range of adjustment allow to meet user’s moderate
needs at the highest possible level.

INDICATIONS:
- paralysis and paresis of lower limbs, of various origin
- paralysis and paresis of torso
- weakening of postural muscles responsible for maintaining proper body position, most
commonly caused by such conditions as:
*cerebral palsy *myelomeningocele *muscle dystrophias

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
seat width: 31*/43 cm
backrest width: 30*/42 cm
seat depth: 31 - 45 cm
backrest height: 65 - 85 cm
footrest adjustment: 29 - 44 cm
USER PARAMETERS
maximum weight: 75 kg
height: 130 - 175 cm

weight /with accessories/: 27,5 kg
length: 120 cm
height: 134 cm
width: 66 cm
* with regulation inserts

DIMENSIONS AFTER FOLDING
L 111cm / W 66 cm / H 48cm

YETI - extensive adjustment options
The seat minimizing kit, consisting of 4 independent
velcro pads offers an additional adaptation of the seat
interior through simple attaching of the pads at desired
position. Easy adjustment of seat width and depth at
your fingertips

Adjustable seat depth (up to 45 cm!) and backrest
length (up to 85 cm!) immensely increase the scope of
possible regulation customizing the size of the stroller to
fit older children’s needs. You may also lower the footrest
up to 44 cm!

YETI - comfort and safety

Reclining backrest allows to set the
stroller at multiple positions, conversion
into a mobile bed, with a totally flat
lying position, was never that simple.
Enhance child’s comfort in a blink of an
eye!

Multiple stage tension system of a
backrest allows for the most individual
and complex adjustment. Core of the
system is based on extremely durable
velcro straps.

Tilt in space for bigger and heavier
children? A safe and proper positioning
of a child is our trademark.

Yeti is equipped with adjustable
windstopper that will come in handy
during worse weather conditions.

Create your own YETI look!
Like every other our stroller, Yeti comes with a wide range of additional accessories.
Various weather conditions? Yeti is prepared for the worst and the best!

Although he comes from wilderness, Yeti lends you his helping hand offering you a
various accessories useful in a normal, daily routine.

YETI

